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The modern quantum geometry of strings is concerned to a large extent 
with the set of all surfaces, with varying metrics on those surfaces, and with 
determinants of associated Laplacians. Our aim in this paper is to study 
this determinant as a function of the metric on a given surface and in par- 
ticular its extreme values when the metric is suitably restricted. This kind of 
problem has actually been considered by many authors in different contexts 
and languages and with different goals. However, much of this work can be 
unified by using the determinant of the Laplacian. 
Let M be a compact surface with smooth boundary dM. Let CJ be a 
metric on A4 and denote by d, its Laplacian; if aM# @ we subject A, to 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. The eigenvalues of A, will be denoted by 
O<& <A, <A, < . .-. The determinant of A, is defined to be 
det’d, = n lj> 
A, # 0 
(1) 
but to make sense out of this expression some sort of regularization 
procedure must be used. This can be done via a zeta function as is 
explained in Section 1. On a surface without boundary the key in being 
able to study det’ A, as a function of d is the formula of Polyakov [ 16, 171 
for the variation of log det’ A, under a conformal change of metric. We 
review his result in Section 1 as well as a similar formula due to Alvarez 
[l] when aM#@. 
Given a metric go on M the conformal class of cD is the set of metrics u 
of the form poo, where p E C”(M), p > 0. One consequence of our work is 
a new perspective on the classical uniformization theorem, and hence it 
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seems appropriate to introduce the following notions. When M= 0 we 
say that it4 is closed and that B is a uniform metric if A4 has constant 
curvature. When 8M # (21 there are two natural possibilities and we say 
that r~ is a uniform metric if either 
(I) M has constant curvature and aM is of zero geodesic curvature 
(i.e., LJM is a union of disjoint closed geodesics), or 
(II) M is flat and 8M is of constant geodesic curvature. 
These will be referred to as uniform metrics of type I and II, respectively. 
Examples of surfaces with uniform metrics of type I are a hemisphere, a 
“pair of pants,” and a cylinder (which is also of type II). The unit disk with 
its euclidean metric and a flat torus minus a finite number of disjoint circles 
of equal radii give examples of type II. 
We turn now to the main extremal property of the determinant. When 
8M # $3 it is necessary to impose some condition (other than fixed area or 
fixed boundary length) on the family of metrics under consideration in 
order to keep the determinant bounded from above. We consider two dual 
conditions: 
j k ds 2 0, or equivalently 1 K dA < 27t~(M) (CI) 
iiM M 
and 
J’ k ds 3 2xX(M) or I KdA<O. (CII) C3M M 
Here, relative to a metric 0, K is the Gaussian curvature, k is the geodesic 
curvature of 8M, ds and dA denote arc length and area, and X(M) is the 
Euler characteristic of the surface. We may now state 
THEOREM 1. (a) Zf M is closed then of all metrics in a given conformal 
class and of given area, the uniform metric has maximum determinant. 
(b) If aM # 0 then in a given conformal class of metrics all of a given 
area and satisfying (CI), the untform metric of type Z has maximum deter- 
minant. 
(c) If aM # 0 then in a given conformal class of metrics all of given 
boundary length and satisfying (CII), the uniform metric of type II has 
maximum determinant, 
Observe that the statement of Theorem 1 includes the assertion that in 
each conformal class of metrics there is exactly one uniform metric (up to 
scale, and where isometric surfaces are regarded as identical). When M is 
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closed this is precisely the uniformization theorem. The method of proving 
the uniformization theorem by solving an extremal problem within a con- 
formal class of metrics goes back at least to Berger [3]. We also note that 
the uniform metrics of type I or II may be used as conformal moduli for 
surfaces with boundary. We will pursue this in a subsequent paper. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in Section 2. An important sim- 
plification results when we introduce a scale invariant form of log det d. In 
terms of the conformal metric CJ = e2000 the translation invariant functional 
F(p), see (2.1), serves this purpose. When x(M) 6 0 both the existence and 
the uniqueness of the uniform metric are essentially a consequence of the 
strict convexity of I;(q). (Minimizing F corresponds to maximizing 
log det d.) 
One might also ask for a more constructive proof or an actual method of 
uniformizing; that is, a procedure for finding the uniform metric within a 
conformal class. In view of the above, a natural way to do this is to flow 
from a given metric o0 via the gradient of the function log det A. This is 
done in Section 3. Again it is more convenient to use the functional F(q) 
for this purpose. When A4 is closed we find that the flow 
dqo z= -grad F(cp) 
is equivalent to the nonlinear evolution equation 
2 = AOcp - K0 + 27y(M) 
eZrp 
he *,+ dA; 
Here the subscript zero refers to the metric co. 
In Section 3 we prove for surfaces with Euler characteristic X(M) < 0 
THEOREM 2.A. Zf ‘p,, E Wan* (Soboleu 2-space) then (3a) has a unique 
solution cp(x, t)E W*,*(M) f or all t >O with cp(x, 0) = cpO(x) and 
cp(x, t) + q,(x) as t + co, where e2vmo,, is uniform. 
Similar results hold for flowing to a uniform metric of types I or II, 
although the situation is more complicated. To obtain a uniform metric of 
type I the equation for the flow is again (3a). However, since c?M is to have 
zero geodesic curvature in the uniform metric we restrict our con- 
siderations to metrics e*q”a, for which k, = 0 and cp satisfies the Neumann 
boundary condition 
a,40=0, W) 
where a,, is the exterior normal derivative on JM. Equation (3b) implies 
that k = 0 for e2rpo0. In fact, for technical reasons it is necessary to assume 
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that cr,, satisfies a, K, = 0 in addition to satisfying k, = 0. That this can be 
arranged while still remaining in the original conformal class is explained 
in Section 3.2. Corresponding to Theorem 2.A we have (when X(M) < 0). 
THEOREM 2.B. Zf cpO E W’-*(M) satisfies (3b), then (3a) has a unique 
solution cp(x, t) for all t >O, satisfying (3b), with cp(x, 0) =&x) and 
cp(x, t) -+ q,(x) us t + 00, where e2qp,00 is a uniform metric of type I. 
Finally, for uniform metrics of type II, since the uniformizer is flat, this 
time we restrict ourselves to metrics 0 = ezqcrO, where o0 is flat and cp is 
harmonic in the CT~ metric so that 0 will also be flat. In this case it is most 
convenient to work entirely on aM and we find that the gradient flow (2) 
can be written 
& x = a,(p -k, + 2nx(M) 
eq 
f ,3’M eC” ds,’ 
(3C) 
Here, q is defined on 8M and a,(p is, as before, the exterior normal 
derivative on aM after cp has been extended harmonically to M. We now 
have (when ,Y(M) f 0) 
THEOREM 2.C. Zf cpO E W’~2(SI) (Soboleu l-space), then (3~) has a 
unique solution cp(x, t)E W’~2(8M) for all t >O with cp(x, 0) = q,,(x) and 
cp(x, t) + q,(x) us t + co, where the harmonic extension to M of cpm gives a 
uniform metric e2vv0 of type ZZ. 
In the proofs of Theorems 2.A, 2.B, and 2.C we will choose the initial 
data ‘pO to have mean value zero (on M or 8M as the case may be). It is 
easy to see that this constraint is preserved by the respective flows. 
We now return to Theorem 1 and to the more subtle case when M is 
simply connected. In this case parts (a) and (c) of Theorem 1 are 
equivalent to two inequalities; the first when M= S2, the sphere, and the 
second when M= U, the unit disk. 
For all UE W’-2(S2) 
(4) 
where dA, and V, are relative to the standard metric on S* of constant 
curvature f 1. Furthermore, equality holds in (4) iff ZJ = 2 log 17'1 + /I, 
where 7: S2 -+ S* is a Mobius transformation and /IE R. 
For all u E W’-2( 0) 
(4’) 
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with equality iff u = log It’/ + /?, where r: U+ U is a Mobius transfor- 
mation and /?E Iw. 
Part (b) of Theorem 1 when M is simply connected is equivalent to an 
inequality on the hemisphere corresponding to (4). In fact it will be a 
consequence of (4). 
Remarkably, these inequalities were considered in other contexts. 
Equation (4)’ is actually the first of the Lebedev-Milin inequalities [7, 
Chap. 51 which are crucial in the solution of the Bieberbach conjecture 
[6]. Theorem l(c) gives a geometric interpretation of this inequality, 
namely that the disk has maximal determinant among all simply connected 
plane domains of boundary length 271. On the other hand, (4) is a sharpen- 
ing of an inequality of Trudinger and Moser; see [S] for a recent survey of 
the results surrounding this inequality. We will also give a sharp form of 
Moser’s inequality on the projective plane; see (2.40). Onofri [14], using 
the results of Aubin [2], gave the first proof of (4). Our proof of both (4) 
and (4’) is geometrical and works in the same way for both cases. In 
deriving the sharp forms (4) and (4’) we make use of the two weaker 
inequalities, Moser’s in the first case and an inequality of Beurling [4] in 
the second, and appeal to the uniqueness lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
Furthermore our method is such that we can obtain the following 
strengthening of the Lebedev-Milin inequality, which is needed in our 
follow-up paper “Compact Isospectral Sets of Surfaces.” To be precise, we 
first observe that (4’) can be stated 
inf t jP u a”4w~) = 1 
log sz eU(d0/27r) ’ 
where the infimum is taken over all UE W’(S’) with fsl u d0 = 0. Here 8,~ 
is the exterior normal derivative on S’ after .a has been extended har- 
monically to U. In Section 2 we shall prove 
inf t I~ u a, u(de/271) =2 
log @ eU(d0/2n) ’ 
where the inlimum is taken over all UE W’(S’) satisfying the two con- 
straints Jsl u dtl = 0 and J sl eUeie d0 = 0. These constraints are actually very 
natural from the point of view of the action of SU( 1, 1) (the Mobius group 
of the disk) on functions on S’; see our paper “Compact Isospectral Sets of 
Surfaces.” 
We now turn to some applications of Theorem 1, which we state as 
corollaries. The proofs will be given in Section 4. 
COROLLARY 1. (a) For all metrics c on S2 of area 47~ 
det’ d, < exp(+ - 4[‘( - 1)) = 3.19531... 
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with equality iff o = cs,,, the standard round metric, and where { is the 
Riemann zeta function. 
(b) For all metrics on the torus T2 of area 1 
det’ A, < (fi/2) I?(+ + i(,,6/2)14 = 0.35575.. 
with equality iff IS = ran, the flat metric on T2 of area 1 corresponding to the 
lattice C/A, A = (1, l/J?+ i). Here n is the Dedekind eta function. 
(c) For all metrics of nonpositive average curvature (l K dA < 0) on an 
annuhs, the standard cylinder whose ratio of length to radius (of bounding 
circles) is 6.0008833511233... has the maximal determinant. 
(d) The annulus with modulus p = 3.078733161882... has maximum 
determinant among all planar doubly connected domains carrying the 
euclidean metric. 
The following corollaries are concerned with “hearing the shape of a 
drum;” see Kac [9]. We work with plane domains and metrics conformal 
to the euclidean metric, which may be thought of as defining a drum of 
variable density. We say a domain (drum) is audible within a class if its 
Laplace spectum determines the domain up to isometry with the class. 
COROLLARY 2. A circular drum of uniform density is audible in the class 
of all variable density drums D satisfying jJD A log p dx dy > 0, where p is 
the density. 
This result under the stronger hypothesis A log p >,O follows from 
Nehari [13] and Peetre [15]. 
From Corollary l(d) one deduces 
COROLLARY 3. An annular planar drum of modulus p is audible in the 
class of all planar drums. 
This, as far as we know, is the first non-simply connected planar domain 
known to be audible. 
In a follow-up paper we apply the theory developed here to prove C’” 
compactness for isospectral sets of metrics on simply connected planar 
domains and closed surfaces. 
We end this introduction by pointing out some work of Schiffer which, 
though it seems not to be directly related to the preceding, is similar in 
spirit. Schiffer Cl83 has studied extremals of another Fredholm deter- 
minant for plane domains and in Schiffer and Hawley [19] Koebe’s 
theorem on the conformal mapping of a multiply connected domain onto a 
circle domain is proved by use of a functional similar to log det A above. 
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1. THE DETERMINANT OF THE LAPLACIAN 
In this section we define the determinant of the Laplacian and review the 
conformal variation formulas due to Polyakov [16] and Alvarez Cl]. We 
begin with the case of a compact surface M without boundary and later 
treat M with boundary. 
Let O=& <1, <A2 < *.. be the eigenvalues of the Laplacian d for the 
metric D on M. Thus for an orthonormal basis of functions {nj} we have 
Auj + Ajuj = 0. (1.1) 
Formally the determinant det’ A is defined as n,y 1 S. However, some sort 
of regularization is required to make sense of this expression. To this end 
we introduce the zeta function 
in terms of which 
Z(s) = f A,? (1.2) 
j=l 
&t’ A = e- z’(o). (1.3) 
It follows from the known asymptotic distribution of the ,l;s that the 
series (1.2) converges absolutely for Re(s) > 1. For Re(s) large we can 
therefore write 
This may be written as 
1 az 
Z(s) = - 
I f(s) 0 
(TR(ed’)- l)rS$ 
or equivalently as 
Z(s) = &Jbm TR (e”-$) rS$, 
A being the area of (M, a). 
As is well known [ll], the kernel of eAf has the following expansion as 
t + 0, 
(1.6) 
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so that 
where K(x) is the Gauss curvature at x and X(M) the Euler characteristic 
of M. It follows that 
Z(s) = &{4z(~-l)+(~-l)~+analyticin~] (1.8) 
in the region Re(s) > - 1. Hence Z is regular at s = 0 and we can define 
det’ A by (1.3). We note that 
Z(0) = x(M)/6 - 1. (1.9) 
Suppose now that e,, is a fixed metric on M. Let a=pa,, with 
0 < p E Coo(M), be the family of metrics conformal to 0”. We express p in 
terms of cp as 
p = e2w. (1.10) 
Simple calculations yield the relations 
dA = e2rp dA 0 
A=ee2Q’A 
0 
K=e-2’p(-AOq+KO), 
(1.11) 
where dA, A, K correspond to the metric Q while dA,, do, and K. corre- 
spond to co. 
We now consider the variation of Z(s) with respect to q: 
SZ(s) = &J:6TR(e”-f)r”$ 
It is not hard to show that we may differentiate the trace to get 
TR(GA edt) tS dr. 
Now 
6A = -2ecz9 &p A, = -26~ A 
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and hence 
1 00 
&z(s) = - I r(s) 0 
TR( -26~ ded’)ts dt 
= -&joa-$TR(2&p (eA’-$)) t”dt 
Since s/T(s) has a second-order zero at s =O, what survives, after 
differentiating with respect to s and setting s=O, is simply the zero-order 
term in the expansion (1.6), that is, 
Hence 
1 
=zi ‘&I s 
&I( -docp + K,) dA, - 6 log A. 
B(-logdet’d,)=& [ &p(-dorp)dAo 
M 
(1.12) 
On integrating (1.12) we get 
where C is a constant independent of cp. 
A check on (1.13) can be achieved by taking cp = (p a constant. Then the 
relation 
eC2@ dou, + Anti, = 0 
implies that R, = e-2@1jl. Hence 
Z,(s) = C (A~e-2@)--s = e2seZo(s) 
Z@(O) = Z;(O) + 2&(M)/6 - 1) 
by (1.9). This agrees with (1.13). 
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In the case that M is a surface with boundary 8M one proceeds in a 
similar way. The geodesic curvature k of aM now plays an important role. 
The analogue of ( 1.11) is 
k=e-‘P(ko +8,(p), (1.14) 
where k and k, are the curvatures of a curve in the r~ and c,, metrics, 
respectively, while 8, is the right pointing normal derivative (the outer 
normal derivative for aM). 
We denote the eigenvalues for the Dirichlet problem by 
O-cl, <A, <A, . . . . Then det A = n,“_, Lj has to be regularized as before. 
One has a similar asymptotic behavior of the heat kernel as r -+ 0. For 
example, 
TR(&“)=A-+ ds 
4m 8 fi aM 
where ds is the element of arc length on 8M; see Alvarez [ 1 ] or McKean 
and Singer [ 111. By arguing as above (see Alvarez Cl]), one derives the 
analogue of (1.13): 
logdet A, = --& IV,cp12d4,+j &cpd& 
M 
+j 
aM 
k ds + C. (1.15) 
One may express jaw k ds as 
a,cp ds,, + j k, dso . (1.16) 
aM 
Finally, note that taking cp = 0 in ( 1.15) gives, with (1.16), 
logdet A, = -& i 
ij M 
lV,d’d&+j K,O&+jaMk,edr,} 
M 
1 -- 
s 4n aM 
a,,cp ds, + log det A,,. 
2. EXTREMAL PROPERTIES OF 1ogdet’A 
(1.17) 
We now investigate the extremal properties of log det’ A and in the 
process we will prove the inequalities (4), (4)‘, and (5) stated in the 
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Introduction. As in the previous section c,, is a fixed metric on M and u 
denotes the metric e2”o,; log det’ d, is given by (1.13) or (1.15). 
2.1. A Related Functional 
We begin with the simplest case, namely that of a compact surface M 
without boundary. It is convenient to introduce the following functional 
which is closely related to log det’ d, : 
(2.1) 
It has the advantage of being translation invariant, that is, 
F(cp+a)=F(cp). (2.2) 
This is a simple consequence of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. It follows from 
(1.13) that to within a constant, 
F(q) = -671 log det’ d, + 746 -x(M)) log A. 
We now impose the constraint A = 1. In this case maximizing log det’ d, 
is the same as minimizing F(q). Since F(cp + a) = F(q) we can replace the 
condition A = 1 by the more convenient linear constraint 
(2.3) 
Hence if $ minimizes F subject to (2.3), then 
minimizes F subject to A = 1. From now on we assume that cp satisfies the 
condition (2.3) when aM = 0. 
Before analyzing (2.1) we define two dual functionals for the case 
aM# 0, one corresponding to a fixed area constraint and the other to a 
fixed boundary length constraint. We now take for our starting point 
log det d, as given in (1.15), but we ignore the term j k ds. 
In essence ignoring this term amounts to assuming that 
5 k ds = constant (2.5) l3.u 
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during the maximizing procedure. Some such constraint is needed. For 
example, when M = {z; (zl < 1 } it is easy to see by considering only radial 
functions that without (2.5), log det A, need not be bounded above. 
In the case of the fixed area we may assume to begin with that the 
bounding curves are geodesics, i.e., that k, = 0. For if this were not so we 
could replace o0 by e2Vcr0, where cp is any smooth function satisfying the 
relation 
a,cp+k, =o on akt (2.6) 
and by (1.16) the resulting metric will have k =0 and still lie within the 
conformal class of our given metric. With k,, = 0, the associated functional 
is identical with F in (2.1) 
w=;j 
M 
lV,cp12dA,+j Ko’pdA,
M 
- Tw) loi3 j( M e2’ d&), (2.7) 
and enjoys the same properties as F. In particular we can replace the fixed 
area constraint by (2.3). As we shall see the minimizing function for F, will 
have k = 0; so in this case the constant in (2.5) can be set equal to zero. As 
a consequence the minimizer for F, is also the minimizer for -log det A 
subject to the constraint (CI) in the Introduction. 
In the dual situation where we fix the length of the boundary we may 
assume that the given metric o0 is flat, i.e., that K, = 0. For if this were not 
the case then, according to (1.1 l), any solution of 
4~” = K, (2.8) 
provides us with a flat metric e2Vcr0 within the conformal class of our given 
metric. Hence we shall assume to begin with that crO is flat. It should be 
noted that when cr is flat, then by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem 
s k ds = 27q( M). ahf 
The appropriate functional in this case is 
,(d=;j- 
M 
lVovlzdAo+ j kovds, 
aM 
(2.9) 
- &dM) log j( aMe‘+‘dso). (2.10) 
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which is again translation invariant in the sense of (2.2). It follows from the 
Dirichlet principle that, subject to keeping cp fixed on aM, Fz is minimized 
by harmonic functions. For harmonic cp the metric ezVaO is again flat by 
(1.11) and the relation (2.9) continues to hold. 
As before the constraint of constant boundary length can be replaced by 
the relation 
I cp dq, = 0. dM (2.11) 
It is convenient to normalize co in the case of fixed area so that A, = 1. 
Then subject to (2.3) we see by Jensen’s inequality that 
s .t~*~ d/l, 3 1. (2.12) A4 
Likewise in the case of fixed boundary length we normalize u,, so that 
s dso = 1, ah4 (2.13) 
in which case 
s eq ds,, 2 1. (2.14) aM 
It is now apparent that the study of (2.1), (2.7), and (2.11) is simplest when 
x(M) < 0. For in this case the nonlinear terms in Fare of one sign and F is 
convex in cp as is clear from Holder’s inequality 
which holds for 0 < cx ,< 1. Furthermore subject to (2.3) or (2.11), respec- 
tively, F, F,, and F2 are strictly convex. 
2.2. X(M) < 0 
In this subsection we show when X(M) < 0 that within a given conformal 
class of metrics on A4 (either of fixed area or of fixed boundary length and 
satisfying (CI) or (CII), respectively, when aM# 0) the uniform metric 
has maximal determinant. As explained in the previous subsection, it suf- 
fices for this purpose to find the extreme values of F(q) subject to the linear 
constraints (2.3) or (2.11). It follows from strict convexity that if F has a 
minimum it will be a unique global minimum. It remains to prove the 
existence of a minimum and that this minimum is achieved precisely at the 
uniform metric. 
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We begin with the case aM= @ and choose a minimizing sequence 
{cp,} E C”(M) for F, that is, 
F(q”) + c( = inf F(q). (2.15) 
Since (2.3) holds it follows by the Poincare inequality for (M, ao) that 
Also by (2.12) and (2.13) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
We conclude from (2.15)-(2.17) that there exists a constant C such that 
s 
IV&,12 dA, <C. (2.18) 
M 
By Rellich’s compactness criterion we may therefore assume that there is a 
$ in Sobolev l-space W’(M)’ of functions of mean value zero such that 
(P” -+ I,+ weakly in W’(M)‘, strongly in L2(M), and pointwise a.e. It follows 
that 
i 
IV,,11/12 dA, Glim IVop,,12 dA,, 
M i M 
j K,,J/ dA, = lim 1 K,,cp, dA,,, 
M M 
(2.19) 
s 
e2* dAo < h I ezvp. dA,; M M 
the last relation is a consequence of Fatou’s lemma. Since o! = inf F, we con- 
clude that F($) = a. 
Now $ minimizes F and hence the first variation of F at + vanishes, that 
is, 
-d,$+K,- 2wmf) e2J’ _ 0 
Lfe 2* dA, - 
(2.20) 
in the weak sense and hence, by elliptic regularity, in the classical sense. 
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Combining the relation (2.20) with (1.11) we see that the curvature of M 
with the metric e’*‘a o, i.e., 
(2.21) 
is constant. By (2.4) we conclude that logdet’d, subject to the constraint 
A = 1 has a unique global maximum at the metric of constant curvature. 
We also note that any uniform metric e*‘+‘paO is a critical value for F; but 
since F is strictly convex it has a unique critical value. Hence cp = $. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1 in this case. 
Next we consider the case where aM# 12/ and the area is fixed. As 
explained in the previous subsection, it suffices to minimize the functional 
F, subject to the constraint (2.3). The uniqueness and existence of a 
minimizing function + follow exactly as above. The variational equation is 
also the same as before, (2.20), except now II/ satisfies the equation and the 
Neumann boundary condition (which means that k, = 0) on aM at first 
only in the weak sense, but, by elliptic regularity, also in the classical sense. 
Again it follows from (2.20) and (1.11) that the curvature of M with the 
metric e2+u0 is constant. We conclude as before that log det d, subject to 
the constraints./l = 1 and (CI) has a unique global maximum at the metric 
of constant curvature for which the bounding curves are geodesics (with 
k=O). Note that the maximum also satisfies (CI). 
We turn now to the case where aM # 0 and the length of the boundary 
is fixed (x(M) ~0). The uniqueness of the minimum of F,, if it exists, 
follows as before from the fact that F2 is strictly convex. Existence requires 
some sort of compactness to ensure that the minimum is attained. Just 
what sort can best be seen by writing Fz purely in terms of cp on &V. Since 
cp is harmonic, an integration by parts yields 
(2.22) 
Let T denote the linear operator on functions on aM given by 
which is obtained by extending cp into M as a harmonic function and 
taking the outer normal derivative of the so-extended function. We 
show in Section 3 that T is a positive selfadjoint operator on L*(aM)’ with 
D(T) = W’(BM)’ and for functions with j cp ds,, = 0 that 
I T”*4~lo - lcpl1,2 and ITdo-Id,; (2.23) 
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here 1.1 t denotes the Sobolev t-norm on II”( (we use the notation I( . I( 
for norms in the interior of M, 1.1 for norms on aM, and ’ to limit the 
space to functions of mean value zero). In terms of T, F, can be rewritten 
as 
- 271X(M) 1% 1 (,,e’+‘d%). (2.24) 
Making use of the Rellich compactness criteria and (2.23) we can 
proceed precisely as in the boundaryless case to establish the existence of a 
minimum for F2 in W”2(aM)‘. If JI is such a minimizing function then it 
satislies the variational equation 
TJI+k,- 2wOWeti = o 
s aMe* 4 
(2.25) 
at least in the weak sense. Since T is invertible there exists an o in D(T) 
such that (J/ -w, Tf) =0 for all f in D(T) and since the range of T is 
L’(aM)‘, it follows that $ =o. We conclude that JI is in W’(aM)‘. 
Using (1.14) we can rewrite (2.25) as 
k,,, = constant. (2.26) 
This proves that eZtiOO is a uniform metric. As before, since F2 is strictly 
convex there is only one critical point so that the uniform metric is unique. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for the case dM # @ (x(M) < 0). 
2.3. M Simply Connected 
There remain the cases M = S2 and M simply connected with one 
bounding curve, which are much more subtle. In the case of S2 we assume 
the uniformization theorem; that is, we assume that every metric on S2 is 
conformal to the standard round metric c0 on S2 (for which the area is 471). 
Then to prove this part of the theorem we need to show that subject to the 
constraint A = 4n, the log det’ A, is a maximum iff (S*, e2@‘a0) is isometric 
to (S*, (rO), the standard metric with K, = 1. 
Notice that (S2, [T’(~ a,), where ‘c: S* + S* is a Mobius transformation, 
is isometric to (S2, (rO) via z, where 15’1 is the Jacobian. Since det’ A,, and 
Area(o) are isometric invariants, it follows that this family of C’S will 
extremize F if c0 does. It is this and the fact that F is no longer convex that 
makes this case much more delicate. 
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Setting u = 2q in (2.1) and recalling that x(S2) = 2, we see that F(q) will 
have minimum 0 and have cp = 0 as its extremum iff (4) holds, that is, iff 
fJs2 ~v~u12~+~s*u~-Iog(~s*e~~),0, (2.27) 
and we shall show that equality holds iff u = 2 log 17’1 + /I. With dp = 
d&/4x this is equivalent to 
(2.28) 
subject to the constraint 
f 
u dp = 0, (2.29) 
s= 
with equality iff u = 2 log 17’1 - js2 log 17’1 dp. 
To prove (2.28) we appeal to a weaker form of this inequality known as 
Moser’s inequality 1121. It states that subject to (2.29) there is a constant 
C such that 
G(u) 3 C. (2.30) 
Now set 
(2.31) 
We shall prove that for E > 0 
G,(u) 2 0. (2.32) 
Clearly if we can do this then (2.28) will follow. 
We show first that G, attains its minimum. Indeed it is clear from 
Moser’s inequality (2.30) that for E > 0 and given A, 
{u;G,(u)$A}c(u;~s21V,u12d~dB} 
for a suitable B. This allows us to proceed with the usual compactness 
argument. Thus we take a minimizing sequence {u,,} which converges 
weakly in W1(S2)’ as well as pointwise a.e. to, say, $. We may also 
suppose by Moser’s inequality that exp(u,) converges weakly in L2(S2); the 
limit must be exp($), i.e., 
f 
eun dp + I 
e$ d,u. 
5-2 S2 
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Thus G, attains its global minimum at II/ E FV1(s2)‘. By symmetrization we 
may assume that $ is axially symmetric about the N-S axis and is 
monotonic in the azimuthal angle 0. Moreover since $ is a critical point of 
G, it will satisfy 
l+s 
--d&+1- 
e* 
js2 e’ + 
= 0. 
We shall show that under these conditions $ = 0, from which we con- 
clude that G,(u) > 0. We begin by setting + = tj, + LI, where 
a=log 
Then $1 is monotonic, axially symmetric, and satisfies the equation 
The following lemma shows that $I = const. It will then follow that 
1(1= const and, since JI has mean value 0, that I(/ = 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let u be a monotonic solution on [0, n] of 
1 d . --- 
sin 8 d0 ( > 
smtl$ =C(e’- 1). 
If C # 2, then u is constant. 
Proof. Differentiating both sides of the equation gives 
--$(&-$(sin0$))=CP$. (2.35) 
We use the original equation to substitute for Ce” in (2.35) and obtain 
=( -&$(sinB$)+C)$. (2.36) 
Let 
u=sinedU 
a 
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Then clearly 
v(0) = u( 7~) = 0 and u is of one sign (2.37) 
since u is monotonic. Equation (2.36) now becomes 
v dv Cv =--- - 
sin2 8 dtl ’ sin 0 
dv 
= -v-+Cvsin0. 
dtl 
On integrating this between 0 and rr and using (2.37) we get 
Next we integrate the left-hand side by parts twice: 
or 
2s lrvsin8d8=C “vsinBd0 0 I 0 
(C-2)Jbo’vsined0=0. 
If C # 2 then, since u is of one sign, it follows that u = 0 and hence that 
u = const. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
In order to complete the discussion in the case of S2 we must 
determine when equality holds in (2.28). Clearly u=O and the family 
of metrics obtained by Mobius transformations (that is, when U= 
2 log (z’( - 2 JS2 log Jr’1 dp) gives equality. We must show that these are the 
only ones. Now if $ minimizes (2.28) then $ satisfies the equation 
AoJl -- 
2 +1-js2::dp=o 
and cp = $12 satisfies 
-A,cp+l-- 
e2q 
s 2q dp 
= 0. 
9 e 
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As before this merely states that 
K, = constant. 
Hence e2’+‘a0 is uniform and since the only uniform metrics of the form 
e2’pa0 are those of the form cp = log lr’l + p the assertion of Theorem 1 
holds in the case of S2. 
Next we maximize log det A, for a simply connected M with one 
bounding curve subject to the constraints A = constant and (2.5). In this 
case the uniformization theorem states that every metric on the hemisphere 
H2 is conformal to the standard round metric e0 (with A = 27r). 
For the hemisphere K,, = 1 and x(H2) = 1. Setting u = 2~ we see that 
F,(q) has cp = 0 as its minimum iff 
Replacing the constraint A = 27r by the more convenient 
(2.38) 
the middle term drops out and we need only show that 
We now extend u to be even in the azimuthal angle: 
qe, w) = He, WI for 0 Q 0 < 42 
~(71- 8,~) for 742 6 8 < 71. 
Then ii belongs to W’(S’)’ and (2.39) is equivalent to 
This is a special case of (2.28) which was proved above. 
We must also determine when equality holds in (2.39). Clearly u = 0 and 
the family of isometric metrics obtained by Mobius transformations leaving 
the unit disk fixed (i.e., SU( 1, 1)) gives equality. To show that these are the 
only ones we need simply to examine which of the u’s giving equality in 
(2.28) are even. These are easily seen to be those u’s coming from SU( 1, 1) 
transformations. This completes the proof of Theorem 1 in this case. 
We now make use of (2.28) to prove the analogous result for the projec- 
tive plane, which can be realized as S2 with antipodal points identified. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. For u in W1(S2)’ with mean value zero and antipodal 
symmetry 
(2.40) 
Proof: In view of (2.28) it is enough to show that for such u that 
where U, is the symmetrized rearrangement of U. To prove this we use the 
usual symmetrization procedure with the isoperimetric property for S2, 
namely 
L2>A(4x-A), 
replaced by a sharper form holding for domains with antipodal symmetry: 
L2&4(8~-~)=2~(4rc-,4)+A2>2A(4~-A). 
The relation (2.40) is a sharpened form of an inequality due to Moser.’ It is 
not hard to show by using a family of Mobius transformations which tend 
to localize at a point, and then making them antipodally symmetric, that 
(2.40) is sharp. 
Next we consider maximizing log det d, for a simply connected M with 
a single bounding curve under the constraints of a fixed curve length and 
(CII), which amounts to (2.5). In this case we can set M equal to the unit 
disk U with aU = S1 and consider only flat metrics on U conformal to the 
standard planar metric crO. Our proof of Theorem 1 in the present case is 
similar to the proof above for S2. Moser’s inequality is now replaced by an 
inequality due to Beurling [4, p. 341 and Lemma 2.1 by its analogue, 
Lemma 2.2. 
Our problem is to determine the extremal behavior of the functional 
(2.10) which, since x(U) = 1 = k,, is equivalent to showing that 
here cp is harmonic in U and dp = d9/2n. As before we can assume without 
loss of generality that 
s cpdp=O. (2.41)’ au 
’ On a nonlinear problem in differential geometry, in “Dynamical Systems” (M. Peixoto, 
Ed.), Academic Press, New York, 1973. 
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Again (U, 1r’12 a,), where r: U -+ U is Mobius, is isometric to (U, ao). We 
shall show that this family of metrics extremizes (2.41). 
Proceeding as before we define 
We shall prove that G,(u) >O for all E > 0, from which it will follow that 
F,(q) 2 0. After that we will examine the possible critical values. 
The inequality of Beurling, referred to above, asserts the following: If 
f(z) is analytic in U with f(0) = 0 and 
J.l lf’(z)l* dx dy d n, I/ 
then 
meas( { 0; If(eie)l > s}) < 27re’ -“. (2.42) 
We apply this to the function f = (l/a)(q + i$), where as above rp is har- 
monic with mean value zero and $ is the conjugate of cp satisfying e(O) = 0, 
and where 
u2=;ju IV,cpl’dxdy. 
We conclude from (2.42) that 
I > 
112 
e”dsG2netne IVod2 dx 4 au u 
It follows from this that a bound on G,(u) imposes a bound on 
ju Ibl* dx dy. 
The compactness argument establishing the existence for G, of a 
minimizing harmonic function I(/ in W’(CYU)’ goes through as before. Our 
claim is that $ = 0. To see this we note that the variational equation 
satisfied by $ is 
(l+E)a,$+l- i,:dp=o. 
s 
(2.44) 
Setting $ = IJ + a, where 
e”= s e” 4, au 
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a,u= & (P- 1) and j&‘&= 1. 
The following lemma shows that u = const and hence, since j rc/ d,u = 0, that 
*=o. 
LEMMA 2.3. If u belongs to W’(S’) and satisfies the equation 
anu = C(eU - 1 ), (2.46) 
where C 4 Z, then u = const. 
Proof: The function a,,u can be written explicitly in terms of the 
Fourier series of U: 
u = 1 a,e’“’ = C ti(n) eine. 
Then 
u(r, 19) = 1 a,r’“’ eine, 
a,+-, 0) = 1 InI a,rl”l-’ eine, 
and 
a,u(@ = c InI a,eine = H , 
where H is the Hilbert transform 
Hu= -ixsgn(n)a,ei”e. (2.48) 
Thus Eq. (2.46) can be written as 
= C(e’- 1). 
(2.47) 
(2.49) 
We have assumed that u merely belongs to W’(S’). Consequently u is 
bounded and hence the right-hand side of (2.49) lies in W’(S’); inverting 
the operator on the left we see that u has to lie in W’(S’). Iterating this 
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argument we conclude that u is smooth. In particular we can differentiate 
(2.49) to obtain 
=(H(f)+C)$. 
Setting v = dufd%, we have 
= VHV + Cv and I vdp=O. iiu 
(2.50) 
We claim that t?(n) = 0 for all n. It is true for n =0 by (2.51). Suppose 
that it holds for all m with (ml <n. Then in the first place 
vHv(+n)=O. (2.52) 
For 
u = c I?(n)ei”o, Ho= -ic sgn(n) B(n)e’“’ 
and 
vHv= -ix C sgn(m) f?(m) B(k) eirO, 
k+m=r ) 
Since we have assumed that t?(m) = 0 for (ml <n, this becomes 
vHv(r) = - i k +;= r sgn(m) C(m) 6(k). 
WI. Iml > n 
If r = + n the terms in each pair obtained by interchanging m and k cancel 
each other so that (2.52) holds. This being so we deduce from (2.51) that 
InI i?(r) = C6(r) for r= fn 
and since C # Z it follows by induction that C(r) = 0 for all r. Thus v = 0 
and hence u = constant. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
It remains to consider the case of equality in (2.41), i.e., the cp’s for which 
F,(q) = 0. As we have shown, zero is a global minimum for F,. The 
variational equation for cp on 8U is 
(2.53) 
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As before this implies that 
k, = constant, (2.54) 
that is to say, e21Pe0 is uniform. Let f = cp + i+, where $ is a harmonic con- 
jugate of cp. If 
(2.55) 
then [H’(z)/*= . ezV Thus H is locally a conformal map of U onto some 
domain D in C. The image of 8U under H has constant curvature in the 
plane and hence is a circle. By the reflection principle H must be a rational 
function of degree 1 and hence a Mobius transformation. 
We have now established the inequality (4)’ of the Introduction, which 
shows that 
To prove that the inlimum is actually 1, as asserted in (4)“, we need only 
substitute u, = E sin 0 into this expression and take the limit as E + 0. 
We conclude this section with a proof of the relation (5) of the introduc- 
tion, namely 
inffSS I ua”ud/.l 
log Jsl e” dp 
=2, (5) 
where the infimum is taken over all u in W1’*(S1) subject to the constraints 
lsl ud,u=O and 
s e”eie dp = 0. (2.56) s’ 
Strictly speaking the expression J u a,u dp is defined only on D(a,)= 
W’(S’)‘. However, in what follows we shall relabel it and treat it as a 
quadratic form, 
(2.57) 
which is defined on W1’*(S1). 
It is easy to see that the inlimum in (5) is ~2. In fact take U, = E sin 20. 
It is readily verified that U, belongs to the above admissible class of 
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functions. Expanding exp(u,) in a power series in E and integrating we find 
that 
log Is, eUE LIP = log( 1 + a2/4 + 0(s3)) 
= &I/4 + O(E3). 
The harmonic extension of u, is uE(r, 0) =&r* sin 28 so that 
s u, a,u, dp = 2E2 sin’ 28 dp = E’. s’ 
The last two relations show that the intimum in (5) is at most 2. 
Our proof that the i&mum in (5) is greater than or equal to 2 is similar 
to the two previous proofs in this subsection. Thus we begin by considering 
the functional 
F,(a)=$o(a)+~~,gd~-log(~~,e~d~), (2.58) 
which is again translation invariant. We shall show, subject to the 
constraint (2.56) (which is also translation invariant) and Jsl cp dp = 0, that 
F,(q) 2 0 for cp in W1’*(S1). We do this by showing, subject to the same 
constraints, that the minimum of the auxiliary functional 
G,(u) =~D(u)-log(~~y,e”d~) (2.59) 
is attained and is equal to zero. Since E > 0 is arbitrary this will prove that 
F,(q) > 0. The essential steps in the proof are contained in the following 
three lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. For u in W1’2(S’), h and k in C’(S’), and u+(0)= 
max(O, u(Q), 
D(u+ 1 G D(u) 
and for each E > 0 there exists a constant C, such that 
D(hu) + D(ku) < (1 + E) sup(h* + k*) D(u) + C, 1~1;. 
Proof. Our proof makes use of the relation 
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
(2.62) 
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which is easily verified by writing the right side as 
= c IW)12 Inl. 
Now Iti+ - u+(tI’)l G lu(0) - u(P)1 and inserting this in (2.62) we obtain 
(2.60). Likewise 
VW 4e) - hw) ~(e% G Ih( [u(e) - u(ef)l 
+ iw -hum i24e7i 
and applying the Schwarz inequality we get 
Ih(e) u(e) - h(e7 u(ey* G (1 + E) Ih(e 124(e) - u(ey* 
+ (I+ i/t) [h(e)-h(ey* lu(eyl. 
Inserting this and its k anaiogue in (2.62), then summing and using the fact 
that 
w)-wo <c 
sin((0- Q/2) ’ h’ 
we obtain (2.61). 
LEMMA 2.5. Given E > 0 there exists a constant C, such that subject to 
the constraint (2.56) 
G,(u) Z f D(u) - Log C, 3 C: (2.63) 
for all u in W’f2(S’)‘. 
Proof: An adaption of an argument due to Aubin [2] sufhces for the 
proof of this lemma. We begin by defining 
H:= (e;cose2f), Hz= {e;c0seG -f}, 
K:. = {~;COS eaoj, K;‘= {e; c0s e,<o), 
(2.64) 
with analogous definitions with respect to sin 0 for Hi, H,“, K:, and K,“. 
Suppose for definiteness that 
I e” dp HI 
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is the largest of all the integrals of e” over the H sets. We then choose h and 
k nonnegative in C’(S’) so that 
h(O)= 
1onH: 1 on K,’ 
0 on K,’ 
and k(0) = 
Oon H:. 
s e”dp<4 I e”dp<4 S’ ff; I 
ehu dp. (2.65) 
S’ 
Next we fix q > 0 and for a given admissible u we choose a so that 
meas(8; u(0) > a} < 4 <meas{& u(0) > a}. 
Setting U, = (U - a) + , we see that 
(2.66) 
U<cl+Z&, 
and substituting this into (2.65) we get 
s e”dp<4 S’ I S’ 
ehaehuu dp < 4e” Is, ehu5 dp. 
(2.67) 
We now apply the Lebedev-Milin inequality (4)’ to this expression and 
obtain 
I S’ e” dp < 4ea exp(t D(hu,) + 1 hu, ) g). (2.68) 
ff D(hu,) < D(ku,), then 
2WuJ < D(hu,) + D(ku,). 
Applying Lemma 2.4 we see that 
2D(hu,)~(l+&)D(u,)+C, lu,l; 
<(I +E)D(U)+C, lu,l; (2.69) 
and inserting this in (2.68) we get 
s e” dp < 4e” exp (1 +&I yyw+G b&IL? . S’ > 
On the other hand, if D(ku,) < D(hu,), then as before 
2D(ku,) s D(hu,) + D(ku,) 
<(1+E)D(U)+C,lU,l;. (2.71) 
580/80/1-I2 
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Moreover since jsl (cos 0) e” dp = 0, we have 
I e” dp G 2 H; I K; (cos 0) e” dp 
=2fJ 
cos 81 e”dp<2 
f 
eku d,u. 
e s’ 
Combining this with (2.65) and proceeding as before, we get 
s e”d,u<< f e” dp s’ Hf 
<8 I eku dp d 8e” 5 ekua dp s’ S’ 
< 8e’ exp (1 +&I 4 D(u) + c, lu, Ii 
> 
9 (2.72) 
which is essentially the same as (2.70). 
It remains to estimate tx and Iu, 1:. Recall that u 2 a on a set of measure 
2 r]. Hence 
and 
a < (c/$‘~) D(u)“~ < Y/“~ D(u) + ~~/q~‘~. 
In addition the support of U, is of measure < q and .therefore 
lwzlHi(js, lu.14dlr)“2v1n 
(2.73) 
“(J‘,, ,u,4dp)“2~1~2<e1 D(u)t$/2; (2.74) 
in the last inequality we have made use of Lemma 3.9(a). Substituting 
(2.73) and (2.74) into (2.70) and (2.72) we get 
s s’ e” dp < C,I exp (1+2&l) D(u) 4 > 3 
where E’ = 4( c2 + 1) v’/~ and C,, = 8 exp(c2qP3”). Setting E’ = c/4, this com- 
bines with (2.59) to give (2.63). 
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We can now prove that G,(U) > 0 for all E > 0, from which it follows that 
F,(q) 2 0 for all cp in W112(S1)’ subject to (2.56). Lemma 2.5 shows that 
G,(u) 2 (42) D(u) -log C,. 
This shows that a minimizing sequence is bounded in the &Sobolev norm 
and hence compact in L’(S’). As before this is enough to show that the 
minimum of G, is attained by some function $ in W’(S’ )’ and because of 
the constraints that 
l+E 
-8,$+1-e+ 
1 
jsl e’ & 
+beie+6eCie =O. 1 
Setting 1,9 = u + a, where 
ep = 
I eIL 4, S’ 
then u satisfies 
l+s 2a,u+ 1 -e”[l +beie+6e-“1 =0 
with the constraints 
s 
e”dp= 1 and I eUeie dp = 0. s’ S’ 
The next lemma shows that u = constant and, since j $ dp = 0, that $ = 0. 
LEMMA 2.6. Zfu in W’(S’) satisfies 
cH$+ 1 -e”(l +beie+&e-‘e)=O, 
I, e” dp = 1 and s e”eie dp =0 
S’ 
for +< c< 1, then u=constant. 
Proof Setting u = du/d0, we can rewrite (2.75) as 
~Ho+l-e”(l+be’~+6e-‘~)=O 
13(0)=J~, udp=O and Js, e”eiedp=O. 
(2.75) 
(2.76) 
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Differentiating with respect to 8 and substituting back for e”, we get 
cH 2 = v + cvHv + ie”(bei8 - se-“). (2.77) 
Next we multiply both equations by ePie and integrate over S’, making use 
of the fact that (vHv)^ (1) = 0 by (2.52). We obtain two new relations: 
- 
It follows that 
and if C(l)#O that 
iczT(l)=b+6[ e”e-2iedp, 
S’ 
cli(l)=fi(l)+ib-8s e”e-2iedp. 
s’ 
b= -i(c- l/2) i?(l) 
f 
cue - 28 d/, = -l?(l) 
S’ (2c- l)v^o’ 
Since s e” dp = 1, the left-hand side is of absolute value < 1, whereas 
f -CC < 1 makes the right-hand side of absolute value > 1. We therefore 
conclude that I?( 1) = 0 and hence that b = 0. In this case (2.75) reduces to 
(2.46) and Lemma 2.3 shows that u = constant. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2.6 and with it the relation (5). 
To conclude this section, we remark that H. Widom has communicated 
to the authors another, quite different, proof of the Lebedev-Milin type 
inequalities as we have expressed them in (4)” and (5). Using work of 
SzegG on Toeplitz determinants he has established the sequence of relations 
inffjs4,UC=n 
log Jsl e” dp ’ 
where the infimum is taken over all UE W”*(Si) subject to 
s udp=O, 5 e”eike dp = 0, 1 <k -C n, S’ s’ 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
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3. THE GRADIENT FLOW 
In this section we prove that the gradient flow associated with log det A 
exists for all time and converges to the function giving a uniform metric on 
the surface, as stated in Theorems 2.A, 2.B, and 2.C in the Introduction. 
We consider only surfaces with X(M) < 0. In the case that M is a closed 
surface we thus obtain a constructive approach to the classical unifor- 
mization theorem. When 8A4 # 12/ and in the special case when M is a 
plane domain our flow may possibly be useful in numerical problems of 
conformal mapping for multiply connected domains. 
In general outline, the proofs of Theorems 2.A, 2.B, and 2.C are similar 
in that they all appeal to the theory of linear semigroups of operators to 
obtain solutions of the nonlinear flow equations. This is fairly 
straightforward when M is closed as in Theorem 2.A, in which case the 
flow is that of an inhomogeneous heat equation. The proof of Theorem 2.A 
is given in Section 3.1 along with the basic lemmas which are used in essen- 
tially the same form for the proofs of Theorems 2.B and 2.C. As mentioned 
in the Introduction, the flow for Theorem 2.B, where 8M # 0, is basically 
the same as that for Theorem 2.A, but subject to the Neumann boundary 
condition. Theorem 2.B will be proved in Section 3.2, where we carry out 
the analysis needed to apply the results of Section 3.1. For Theorem 2.C, 
aM# 0 again and this time we are able to shift the analysis to functions 
on aA4. In this case the leading term in the generator of the semigroup is 
the normal derivative, which is a positive selfadjoint operator on an 
appropriate space. The setup is technically more involved, but the 
approach through semigroups is again applicable. 
We will be working in various Sobolev spaces W’(M) = IV’,*(M), 
IV(aM) = W’~*(aM), r 2 0. Recall that we denote the subspace of functions 
of mean value zero by W’(M)‘, IV(aA4)‘, etc. As a general reference to 
Sobolev spaces on manifolds with boundary we refer to [20, Chap. 11. 
TO set up the flows for Theorems 2.A and 2.B we recall a few facts from 
Sections 1 and 2. First take the case when M is closed and let rrO be any 
given metric on M. Although the area constraint 
I 
e2q dA, = 1 
M 
(3.1) 
for a conformal metric e2V00 is most natural from a geometric point of 
view, we have seen that it can be more convenient to impose instead the 
linear constraint 
5 CpdA,, =0 (3.2) M 
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and to consider the scale invariant version of log det d, given by 
-q(M) log fM ez9 dA,. (3.3) 
Recall that in addition to satisfying F(cp + ~1) = F(q) for any real constant 
CI, F(q) is strictly convex when cp is subject to (3.2). ‘As mentioned in 
Section 2, we can always recover those metrics e2’pa0 having area = 1 by 
replacing cp by cp - f log jM e2V dA,, which leaves F unchanged. 
In order to define the gradient of F we need an inner product ( , ) on 
the tangent space to each point rp. Given such an inner product, grad F as 
a tangent vector is defined by 
(gradF,h)=(6F)h=-$F(q+sh)J,=,, 
where h varies over the tangent space. In our case cp, h E C”(M) and 
(6F)h = - j- 
M 
(d,rp)h dA,, + j” K,,h dAo 
M 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Thus if we now take ( , ) to be simply the L’(M, dA,) inner product we 
find that 
grad F= -docp + K. - 27t~(M) 
ez9 
b 29 dA; 
We consider the flow given by the evolution equation 
(3.6) 
and it is trivial to show that any solution cp(x, t) satisfies (3.2) if 
p,,(x) = p(x, 0) does. 
The assertion of Theorem 2.A is that for every ‘pO E W’(M)’ there is a 
unique solution cp(x, t) of (3.7) such that cp(x, 0) = (pO, the solution cp(x, t) 
exists for all positive time, and cp(x, t) --t cpm, in W*(M)‘, as z + co, where 
‘pm is the unique minimum of F subject to the constraint (3.2). As shown in 
Section 2, e2rp*a0 is a uniform metric on M. The same problem with 
8M# @ is treated in Theorem 2.B with analogous results. 
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Before going on to Theorem 2.C we wish to point out the relation 
between (3.7) and a flow introduced by Hamilton [8] in his study of the 
evolution of the Ricci curvature on 3-manifolds. If at each metric e2Vu,,, 
one takes the L’(M, &I), dA =ezrp dA, inner product, one finds using 
(1.11) that the corresponding gradient of F is 
grad F= (K- R), (3.8) 
where 
is the average curvature. The corresponding flow 
(3.9) 
is area preserving. Geometrically, this is a natural thing to do and (3.9) is 
precisely the form Hamilton’s flow takes in two dimensions. On the other 
hand, by fixing the inner product to be that of L2(M, dA,) we obtain the 
flow given by (3.6), (3.7), which is technically much simpler to handle. 
To set up the flow for Theorem 2.C for which JM # 0, we assume at the 
outset that the metric e0 on M is flat; the same is true of the conformal 
metrics e2rpo0, since rp remains harmonic throughout the flow. As explained 
in Section 2, this is no loss of generality since, by Theorem 1, the extremal 
metric is flat and this is what we want to flow to. Again we replace the 
constraint that the total length of 844 be fixed by the linear constraint 
(3.10) 
where ds, is the arc length in the co metric. 
We wish to refer everything to the boundary and so, corresponding to 
(3.3), we consider 
(3.11) 
where ancp is the exterior normal derivative of cp as explained in Section 2; 
see (2.22). 
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We now use the inner product on L2(8M, ds,) to define the gradient of 
F2, as in the previous case, and find that 
grad F2 = a,, cp + k,, - 2~x(M) 
eq 
s dM e” ds,’ 
where the principal term a,,(p will require careful analysis. The evolution 
equation for rp is then given by the gradient flow 
4 -= -grad F,, dt (3.12) 
which preserves the constraint (3.10). 
The assertion of Theorem 2.C is that for any cp,-, E W’(dM)’ there is a 
unique solution 40(x, t) to (3.12) such that cp(x, 0) = (p,,, the solution exists 
for all positive time, and cp(x, t) + q,(x), where cpoo is the unique 
minimum of F2 subject to the constraint (3.10). As shown in Section 2, the 
harmonic extension of qrn to M, again denoted by (Pi, gives a uniform 
metric e2sa on M. 
As in thl previous case one can also consider the flow which fixes the 
total length of dM and the corresponding evolution equation is 
where 
L = jm ds = jm e” dso. This flow corresponds to the gradient of F2 with 
respect to the usual inner product on L2(aM, ds), ds=ep ds,,. 
3.1. M Closed 
We now begin the proof of Theorem 2.A. a0 is a fixed smooth metric on 
M and cpo E W’(M)‘. On W2(M)’ we use the norm 
lIdI = ll~O(Pll~2~ 
which is equivalent by Poincark’s inequality to the usual norm 
The solution to the heat equation 
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is given by a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) of contraction operators 
on W*(M)’ with generator A, 
S(t)cp-cp &= lim r , 
r-o+ 
whose domain D(A) = W4(M)‘. The range of S(t) for t > 0 lies in D(A) and 
it follows from this and from the spectral theorem that for t > 0 
lIAS(t)ll G Colt (3.13) 
for some constant Co. 
The following results, which hold for any such semigroup of operators, 
are standard, but we include the proofs here for completeness. They will be 
used again, with obvious modifications, in the proofs of Theorems 2.B and 
2.c. 
LEMMA 3.1. If f(t) is continuous at t = 0 and Lipschitz continuous for 
t > 0 then 
u(t)=S(t)cp, +j;S(t-s)f(s)ds (3.14) 
is a continuously differentiable (for t > 0) solution of the inhomogeneous 
differential equation 
ti(t)=Au(t)+ f(t), t>o 
40) = cpo. 
In particular, u(t) belongs to D(A) for t > 0. 
Proof. It is obvious from (3.14) that u(t) is continuous for t 20. We 
write the difference quotient for u(t) as 
u(‘+a6)Uo,~[,S(t)~o+j~,S(t-s) f(s)ds] 
+f I’+* S(t+d-S) f(s)ds. 
I 
This converges to the right derivative 
~u(t)=AS(t)q, +A j’S(t-s) f(s)ds+ f(t) 
0 
= Au(t) + f(t) (3.15) 
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provided St, S(t -3) f(s) G!S belongs to the domain of A. To show that this 
is so we take O<b<t and set 
= ‘qt-s) s b 
1 
I 
I+6 
-- 
6 t 
S(t + 6 -s) f(s) ds 
+fjbb+& S(t-6-s)f(s)ds. 
Each term converges as 6 L 0 so that 
A [‘S(r-s)f(s)ds=\;S(t-s)Tds 
0 
+[obAS(t-s)j-(s)ds 
-f(t)+Vt-b)f@). (3.16) 
Thus (d+/dt) u(t) exists and is continuous for t > 0. It follows that 
I Id+ u(t) = PO + o -$u(s) ds 
and hence u is continuously differentiable for t > 0. 
We use this lemma to prove the following result on nonlinear evolution 
equations. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a > 2 and suppose that f (cp) satisfies 
Ilf(cp)II G cm Ilf(P)-f($)II GCallP-$1 
for some constant C, and for all cp, tj E W*(M) with (I cp 11, (I $1) < a. Then for 
JJcpo 1) <a/2 the equation 
44t) = b(t) + f(cp(t)), v(O) = 90 (3.17) 
*Since we are working in a Hilbert space, Lipschitz continuity implies strong differen- 
tiability almost everywhere. 
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has a unique continuously differentiable solution for t in (0, T,], T, = 
Cc; ’ log a/2, which converges to ‘pO as t L 0. Again, cp( t) belongs to D(A) for 
t > 0. 
Proof We set cpo(t) = S(t)cp, and for n > 1 we define q,(t) iteratively by 
~,(t)=s(t)~,+l's(r-s)f(p.~,(s))ds. 
0 
Then 
and we have that 
Ilrp,(t) - qn- ,(t)ll G C, j-1 IIn- l(s) - cp,-z(s)ll ds 
provided that IIcpk(t)ll <a for k <n - 1. To determine the range of t for 
which this is so we proceed inductively. First 
IIV,(t)- vn- I(t)ll 6 C:(t”ln!) for n> 1, 
from which 
IIV,(t)ll G f II(Pk(t)-~k~l(f)Il + IIqo(t)ll 9ecor+i. 
k=l 
This will be <a precisely when t < CL’ log(a/2) = T,. Thus the induction 
step is verified and we conclude that p,(t) converges uniformly on [O, T,] 
to a function q,(t) which satisfies the relation 
~~(f)=S(l)cp,+i‘(S(r-S)f((Pm(S))dP. (3.18) 
0 
It is clear by induction and using Lemma 3.1 that each qn is continuous 
on [0, T,] and continuously differentiable on (0, T,]. In fact by (3.15) and 
(3.16) with b= t/2 we may write 
4~” = AS(t)cpo + I ' W--s)$f(rp.-,(Ws II2 
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Now making use of (3.13) we see that 
II@o(t)ll G co Jy-! 
114%(t) - qbo(t)ll G co J-:, Il&(~)lI A + c, ($q t + c, 
and 
~c,coIl~oll log2+C,C,+C,=C 
+cq- “sd” Ilcpn-I(~)-cp,-,(~)ll dJ 
+C~II(Pn-,(t)--(Pn-*(f)ll. 
An induction argument shows therefore that 
ll~“(t)-~n-,(t)ll <cyt”-‘/(n- l)!). 
It follows that @)n converges uniformly on 0 < t < T, and hence that cpm is 
continuously differentiable on 0 < f < T,. 
Uniqueness is easily established. For suppose that cpl and (p2 are both 
continuously differentiable solution of (3.17) which remain bounded in 
norm by a for 0 < t < T,. Then both would satisfy (3.18) and 
cpl(C) - (P2(c) = 1; s(t - sNf(cp,(s)) -f’((P*(s))) ds. 
Hence 
IIv1(t) - cPAt)ll < c, Jot Ilcp1(s)- cp*(s)ll ci!!? 
from which cp, = ‘pz follows by a standard argument. 
These general results are matched to our needs by 
LEMMA 3.3. For q E W’(M)’ the function 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2. 
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Proof. We note that jMf((p) d& =0 so that ME W*(M)‘. Since K0 
does not depend on cp it does not otherwise enter into our calculations. 
Now by Jensen’s inequality 
I e2v dA, > 1. M 
We recall some basic Sobolev inequalities [lo, pp. 21-223: 
(i) Ilcpll m = sup I+)1 G c1 ll~ll 
. . 
(11) ll’pllp~C*P “*wP1l*+ IIvodl2L 
(3.19) 
where c1 and c2 depend on e0 and (( lip = 1) II U. 
Since ai,’ = eVaicp, aiajeV = eV(aiaj’p + ai@Yjq) and by (3.19) applied to 
aicP, Il~icpII~< Cllcpll, we see that 
for all I(cp(I <a, which is the first hypothesis in Lemma 3.2. 
To get the second condition in Lemma 3.2, first set 
8, = * + t(cp - II/) E W*(M)‘. 
Then for 0~ t< 1, \)8,() <.a when (Jcp((, III/I\ <a and 
By (3.19) we see that for all llpll, llJl\l <a 
sup eel < ecu. 
Making use of this fact it is then easy to see that the L* norms of the 
derivatives of (3.20) of order < 2 are all bounded by C, (1~ - I+$ I(, for a 
different constant C,. 
We can now apply Lemma 3.2 and conclude that the gradient flow 
equation (3.4) has a unique continuously differentiable solution in W*(M) 
on (0, T,] which takes on the initial value rp,. It is now easy to show that 
this solution can be extended for all positive t. 
LEMMA 3.4. Equation (3.7) has a unique continuously differentiable 
solution for all t > 0 which takes on the initial value cpo. 
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ProoJ: Starting with initial data ‘p. we produce a unique continuously 
differentiable solution cp(t) on an interval [O, T], T>O. It sullkes to show 
that /q(t)ll remains bounded on this interval, say by a constant a which 
depends only on (po, oo, and M. For then Lemma 3.2 guarantees that the 
solution extends to [0, T+ T,], T, > 0. In the estimates that follow, 
a, b, c, ,.. will denote positive constants, generally different in each 
occurrence, but in all cases independent of cp(t), t > 0. 
First, a straightforward calculation gives 
& F(cp(t)) = (grad F, @(f)J2 
pw 
1 
2 
=- &o(t) - Ko + 27m4) Le b(f) dA, 
dAo (3.21) 
so that F(cp(t)) is decreasing in t. Indeed, this is how the flow was chosen. 
Because X(M) 6 0 we find in particular that for 0 < t < T 
F(cpo) 2 F(cp(t)) 2; IlVodN: + j- Kocp(f) dAo. 
M 
Cauchy-Schwarz and the Poincare inequality then give 
Ilvocp(Gll: = W(PO) - 2 j Kocp(t) dAo 
M 
6 a + b IMtN12 < a + c Il’70cp(~)l12 
from which we conclude that IIVo~(t)l12 remains bounded on [0, T], An 
application of PoincarC’s inequality implies that the same is true of II~(t)ll 2. 
Next, we show that Ildo&t)ll 2 remains bounded. We set N(t) = 
Ildocp(t)jli. Our method will show that as soon as N(t) becomes ufficiently 
large, a(t) < 0; thus N(t) will be decreasing and the boundedness of 
IlAocp(t)l12 on [O, T] will follow. 
Recall that for t >O, q(t) ED(A) = W4(M)‘. Hence the extra degree of 
smoothness allows us to write 
m = 2(~orp(t), do45(t))2 
= 2 &a), do&l) - Ko + 271X(M) ewr) he 29(f) dA, > 2 
= - 2 lIVo~ocP(~)l12 - W3P(t), K(j)2 
+ 47MM) &P(t), 
e29(r) 
IMe 29(‘) dA, > 2 
(3.22) 
after an integration by parts. 
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The second term is easy to estimate; 
By Jensen’s inequality, et al., we can bring the third term in (3.22) into the 
form 
I( 
4 4th 
e2Q?u) 
Swe )I 2rp(‘) dL4, * 
G l(A$p(t), e2’p(‘%l 
= I(Vo49(t), 2e2’+‘(r)Vo9(t)M 
G 2 IIV~49(~)ll 2 lle2’P(‘)Vo9(~N12. (3.23) 
To proceed further we need the Sobolev inequality Ildi9(r)li4 < 
alJA,cp(t)(l, (see (3.19)) and an inequality of Trudinger [21] mentioned 
earlier. This states that if s,,,, 9(t) &I,, = 0 then 
I evp(‘) &I, < a exp(b IlVo9(t)ll:). (3.24) M 
This follows from (~9~~p~c2p”2~~Vo9~~2 (see (3.19) and recall that there 9 
has mean value zero) by expanding eq in a power series. 
Since we have already shown that IIV,rp(t)lj 2 remains bounded we can 
now estimate 
On combining these estimates it now follows that 
NT(t) G -2 llV,4,9(~)ll: + a + b lIV,49(~)ll:‘*. 
Finally, N(t) = IlAo9(t)ll: is itself dominated by c J(V,A,cp(t)J(: and our 
claim that N(t) cannot become unbounded on [0, T] is now clear for the 
reason we stated. Hence 1) A,cplJ, remains bounded on [0, T] by a constant 
depending only on cpO = 9(O), co, and M, and the lemma is proved. 
We now have a unique solution 9(x, t) = 9(t)(x) of (3.7) for all positive 
time, with 9(O) = ‘po. To complete the proof of Theorem 2.A it remains to 
show that 9(t) + 9, as t + co, where cpoo is the unique minimum of F(9) 
on W2(M)‘. We have already seen in Section 2 that F(9) assumes its 
minimum; here we need also that F(9) is continuous in the topology of 
W’(M)‘. 
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The first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.3) defining F(q) are 
obviously continuous in W’(M)‘. To prove that eq is continuous in the 
L*(M) norm we again make use of Trudinger’s inequality (3.24). For q, 
$ E W’(M)’ and r E CO, l] write 6, = 3 + t(cp -(I/) and 
p--p= J ‘d -eeetdt= ’ esf(cp-#)dt o dt J 0 
as before. Then by (3.24) 
Next, according to (3.21), 
$ fldf)) = - JM W)’ dAo= -4l4Wll: 
so that 
~(cpo) > Jm IIWNI: df. 
0 
Therefore there is a sequence t, + co for which I145(t,)l12 + 0. Now, as we 
have seen in the proof of Lemma 3.4, Ildocp(t,)ll 2 remains bounded as 
t, --, 00, hence we may pass to a subsequence and assume that cp(t,) + rp’ in 
L*(M), that V,cp(t,) +Vo@ in L*(M), and that d,cp(t,) + do& weakly in 
L*(M). Since qb(t,) + 0 in L’(M) it then follows that cp’ is a weak solution 
of the variational equation (2.20) characterizing the minimum qrn of F(q). 
(Recall that by elliptic theory 4p’ is also a classical solution.) By uniqueness 
cp’= rpCO- 
Finally, since F(cp(t)) is monotonically nonincreasing in t we have 
lim t--rag F(cp(t)) = F(cp,) and it is easy to see from this and from the above 
for any sequence t, + cc that cp(t,) + (pea weakly in W*(M)‘. The proof of 
Theorem 2.A is now complete. 
We remark that the arguments above may be extended easily to show 
that if cpo E Wk(M)‘, k 2 2, then cp( ‘, t) E Wk(M)’ for all t > 0. Furthermore 
44.,f)-+(Prn> as t--f co in the Wk(M) topology. Thus in particular if 
cpoc C”(M) then cp(x, t) is C” and converges to qo, in every Wk(M) norm. 
3.2. The Case i?M # 4, k = 0 
In treating the case i?M #d with the constant area constraint we start 
out by choosing o. so that the geodesic curvature of aA4, i.e., k,, is zero. 
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With this normalization the minimizing function for F, satisfied the 
Neumann boundary condition 8,cp = 0 on iZJM, which implies that for the 
minimizing metric conformal to Co the geodesic curvature is zero. This 
suggests that we take for our semigroup S(t) the solution to the heat 
equation 8,~ = Acp with Neumann boundary condition. 
In this section we shall require a little more of go, namely that 
k,=O and a,K,=o on ahf. (3.25) 
If co does not initially have this property we replace it by ezOoo, where cp 
satisfies 
anq= -k, and an(AoCO) =afJ0 on azkf. (3.26) 
Then by ( 1.11) and (1.16) the relations (3.25) will hold for the resulting 
metric, which still belongs to the conformal class of co. By using a partition 
of unity we see that it suffices to satisfy (3.26) locally on aM. However, 
locally we can straighten out the boundary by a coodinate change preserv- 
ing the normal direction. In the new coordinate system we represent CP as 
q = u(x) + b(x) y + c(x) y2 + d(x) y3, 
where a, 6, c, d are chosen so as to satisfy (3.26) for y = 0. We then smear 
out cp away from y = 0 to obtain a suitable rp satisfying (3.26) locally. 
A natural Hilbert space for this problem is 
w*(ivy = {q E w*(M)‘; an9 = 0 on ahq. (3.27) 
Let A, denote the Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on W*(M)“. Then 
)I A, cp I( 2 defines an equivalent norm, that is, 
llqll*= IlAocpll:- 1 Ila”di:. (3.28) 
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The infinitesimal generator A of S(t) is now the restriction of A, to 
W*(M)” with domain 
D(A) = { cp E W*(M)“; Ao’p E W*(M)“}. 
In particular for cp in D(A), ancp = 0 and anAocp = 0 on a&f. It is not hard 
to verify that A, is a negative selfadjoint operator on W*(M)“, from which 
it follows that S(t) is a semigroup of contractions satisfying (3.13). 
The gradient flow for F, is the same as that of F except that cp now 
satisfies Neumann boundary conditions. To establish the existence of this 
580:80/l-13 
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flow we need only verify the analogues of Lemma 3.3 and 3.4. As before 
s f( cp) dA, = 0. In addition 
by (3.25). Hence f(rp) lies in W2(M)“. Note also that the inequalities (3.19) 
continue to hold (as can be seen by extrapolating cp over the boundary). 
The rest of the proof of Lemma 3.3 can be taken over verbatim and the 
same is true of Lemma 3.4. 
It follows that there exists a unique solution cp(x, t) of (3.7) for all time 
with q(O)= cpO. The argument used in the previous subsection again 
applies to show that as t + co, p(t) + cpco, where ~0, is the unique 
minimum of F,(q) in w2(M)“. 
3.3. The Case aM# 4, K= 0 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 2.C. Recall that we are to prove 
the existence for all positive time of the solution to 
(3.30) 
starting from arbitrary initial data V,,E W’(iYM)‘. Our analysis of (3.30) 
parallels that of the flow on M with -13, corresponding to the Laplacian. 
However, 8, is a global operator rather than a differential operator like the 
Laplacian, and the corresponding proofs require a greater technical effort. 
For example, in the proof that the solutions of (3.30) remain bounded it is 
necessary to estimate 8,,eq. If a, were a differential operator we would be 
able to write this as Pa,cp as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Instead we show 
that 
where 8, denotes differentiation with respect to o,,-arc length. Since 
IlW%.2 = Ile%cpll L2 we can then proceed pretty much as before. 
We fix some additional notation. We will use the same letter to denote a 
function on dM and its harmonic extension to M. Accordingly we will 
write (cp(, for the norm of (PE FV’(aM) and ((cp((, for the norm of 
q E W(M). Note the special cases Id: - tad-A2 + 1401;~ MI: - 
IlVcplli + II~/I~, the zero norm is the same as the L2 norm. As earlier we will 
follow the convention that the same letter may denote different constants in 
different occurrences, but will always depend only on the background 
information, M, co, etc. 
To make sense out of 8, as an operator on the boundary we proceed 
as follows. It is known, see [20, p. 271, that the mapping 
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W’(M) 3 cp H cp )~ME W”‘(8M) is continuous and onto. Since the 
Dirichlet problem A,y, = 0, cp 1 &%I = f E W’/*(8M) has a unique solution, it 
follows that by limiting cp E W’(M) to be harmonic the map is 1: 1 and 
hence, by the closed graph theorem, bicontinuous. That is, 
kA:,*= IIbPII~+ /l4nlG= Ml:. 
Thus we may consider the Dirichlet integral 
(for cp, $ harmonic extensions of cp, $ on 8M) to be a well-defined and 
positive definite quadratic form on W/*(8&f)’ and therefore it defines a 
positive selfadjoint operator T on L*(aM)’ via the Friedrichs extension. 
That is, cp E D(T) iff there exists an f~ L*(M)’ such that D(cp, e) = (f, I+$)~ 
for all Ic/ E W”*(8M)‘, and if this is the case we write Tq = j For ~0 ED(T) 
we may then write D(cp, $) = (TV, Jl)O and an integration by parts shows, 
as we would expect, that Tq = 8,~. It follows from the definition of T that 
Wcp> cp) = I T”*d:, 
for all cp E WL’*(8M)‘. Presently we will show that D(T) = W’(dM)‘. 
All of our analysis of (3.30) will be expressed in terms of T. In particular 
we will relate certain Sobolev norms on 8M to T as in (2.23). 
LEMMA 3.5. For harmonic ~0 E W’(M)’ we have 
Id:,* - Wcp, cp) = I T”*d;. (3.31) 
Proof. As stated above, the map from harmonic cp to ~0 I 8M is bicon- 
tinuous and Jcp( f,*= I(V,cpl(E+ IIqIIi= \\~I\~. A simple estimate in a 
neighborhood of the boundary gives 
IlcpIl~~c(lIvocoIl~+ Id3 
It follows that for cp harmonic in M 
Id:6 lcpl:,2~~c(llb4l;+ IlcPII~NWodl~+ Id3 
so that 
Id:,* hl IlVo,II~+ ld;=m% cp)+ Id;. (3.32) 
By Rellich’s compactness criterion W”*(LJM) is compact in L*(aM) and 
hence T has a discrete spectrum in L*(M) with minimum I, = 0 
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corresponding to cp =constant. Moreover this eigenvalue is simple since 
0 = D(cp, cp) = IIV,(p 11; and Ja,,,, cp ds, = 0 forces cp = 0. Therefore 
D(rp, rp) 2 4 Id,% 1, >o (3.33) 
and combining this with (3.32) yields IvI$~ N D(cp, rp), as desired. 
Because of (3.33), Lemma 3.5 implies directly 
COROLLARY 3.6. For rp~ W’(8M)’ 
Id:- lasrpl;+D(cp, ~1 (3.34) 
and for cp E W312(dM)’ 
bG,2 -D(a,v,a,cp)+D(v, cp). (3.35) 
In order to proceed we shall need the estimates in the following lemma, 
whose proof we defer to the end of this section. 
LEMMA 3.7. Zf (p E W’(dM)’ then cp E D(T) and 
ITdo G ‘3Vsdo + Ido) 
las’plo G C(lWlo + Idoh 
(3.36) 
and if q E W’(aM)’ then Tq E W’(aM)‘. Furthermore, if on W’(BM)’ and 
W3’*(aM)’ we define norms to be 
tcPt,=h&, td3,2=lTd1,2, (3.37) 
respectively, then 
Id1 - lcpll~ bl3,2 - Id3,2. (3.38) 
A first consequence is that D(T) = W’(aM)‘. Next define Tl to be T 
restricted completely to W’(aM)‘, that is, cp E D(T,) iff both cp and Tq lie 
in W’(aM)‘. T, is clearly closed in W’(aM)’ and, since by the lemma 
W2(aM)’ c D(T,), it has a dense domain in W’(aM)‘. It follows from the 
definition of T that D( T,) c W3’2(aM)‘. Notice also that T has a bounded 
inverse. Denoting by (cp, 3/), = (TIP, T+),, the inner product on W’(aM)’ 
corresponding to 1 1 1, it is trivial that T, is symmetric. It is also selfadjoint. 
For recall that I++ E D(T:) iff there is an f~ W’(aM)’ such that 
for all cp E D( T,); in this case T:tj =f: But then (T’q, T$),, = (T’rp, f)O. 
Because D(T,) is dense in L2(aM)’ so is T2D(T,) and it follows that 
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T$ = f; hence T, = TF. Finally, since ( T1 cp, ~p)~ = D(Tcp, TV) > 0, T, is a 
positive selfadjoint operator. 
We now write our evolution equation (3.25) in the form 
dv eq 
yjy = -Tl cp - ko + 271XW) SaM erp dso (3.39) 
with initial data cpOe W’(aM)‘, say I’p,J, <a/2. By the above -T, 
generates a semigroup of contraction operators and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 
will be applicable with obvious changes of notation. We will therefore be 
guaranteed a unique solution q(t) of (3.39) on at least an interval [0, 7’,] 
provided that the nonhomogeneous part of (3.39) satisfies the necessary 
Lipschitz condition. This is 
LEMMA 3.8. For cp E W’(M)’ the function 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.3. First, k. plays no part 
in establishing the Lipschitz inequality and second, Jensen’s inequality 
gives 
s eq ds, 2 1. ahf (3.40) 
Further, by the Sobolev lemma 
sup IVI G CM 1 N c(la,cplo + 1~10). 
dM 
(3.41) 
Thus for 1401 I < a we have 
(3.42) 
Then (3.40) and (3.42) give the first hypothesis of Lemma 3.3, that 
If (PII I G c,. 
To get a bound for f(q)--f(lj/) we write, see (3.20), 0, = $ + t(cp - $), 
O~rdl, and 
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It now follows easily from (3.40), (3.41), and (3.42) that the L*(N)-norms 
of f(q) - f($) and its as-derivative are all bounded by C, (cp - $1 i as 
desired. 
To prove the analogue of Lemma 3.4, that the solution q(t) can be 
extended for all positive time, it again suffices to show that l&t)l, remains 
bounded. For this we first need the following estimates, corresponding to 
(3.19) and (3.24). 
LEMMA 3.9. For cp E W”*(aM) 
and 
s eq dsO < c, eCoD(‘P”P). ah4 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
The proof of this is also deferred to the end of the section and we 
proceed to 
LEMMA 3.10. Equation (3.39) has a unique continuously dfferentiable 
solution for all t > 0 which takes on the initial value cpO. 
Proof: We have such a solution cp(t) on (0, T,]. We shall use the 
alternate norm on W’(aM)’ and show that Ip(t remains bounded by a 
constant depending only on a = J’pOl,. The proof uses the same ideas as the 
proof of Lemma 3.4. 
First, the function 
F(cp(f)) =; I, q(t) Wt) ds, + s,, k,q(t) ds, - 2xX(M) log 1 e”‘(I) ds, 
aM 
from (3.11) is decreasing in t so that F(cp(t)) < F(cpO) = a for t > 0. We may 
drop the positive last term and use (3.31) and (3.33) to write 
G c + 4dt)lcl 
<c + d11;“*(Ttp(t), q(t));‘*. 
Consequently 
(G(t), dt))0 6 a. (3.45) 
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Now set M(t)= Iq~(t)lf= (Tq(t)J& Remember that the plan is to show 
that A&(t) < 0 whenever M(t) becomes ufficiently large. We compute 
Mt) = 2(%(t), w(t)), 
(3.46) 
We shall estimate each of the terms on the right in turn. Using Lemmas 3.5 
and 3.7 we tind that 
I~3'29wl;=w-9(fh T9(t))- I7-f?u)l:,,= I9wl:,,. (3.47) 
Hence using interpolation it follows from (3.45) and (3.47) that 
ITqqt)l,< lT3’29(f)l~‘21~1’29(t)l~‘2 ~~lcp(~)l:~:. (3.48) 
Thus for the second term in (3.46) we have by (3.48) and Lemma 3.7 
(3.49) 
We may ignore JaM e9(‘) A,, > 1 and estimate the second factor on the right 
as 
k _ 27dw 
o jJMe9(,)dsoe9(r) ,~lkolI+ble9”‘lI. (3.50) 
Now 
(3.51) 
and by Lemma 3.9 and (3.45), 
le lo. 9(l) 2 ( c1e4~o(T9(r’.9w’o < a. (3.52) 
We can use this to get 
la,fP(‘) lo= l@‘)(a,cp(t))l,s le29(‘)l~‘21(aS9(r))21~‘2 
e4(as9(WiY. (3.53) 
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Finally, we make use of (3.43) and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7 to write 
I(asdt))210 G MaAt) ascp(f)P2 
~~l~,cp~~~l1/2~~cIcp~~~l,,,~‘lcp~~~l,,,. (3.54) 
It is now a matter of combining (3.49) with (3.50)-(3.54) to obtain 
(3.55) 
Finally, we see that (3.47) and (3.54) together give 
Our claim now follows. Indeed M(t) = Iq(t)li, which is dominated by 
Mt%,,9 whence M(t) must decrease whenever it becomes too large. The 
lemma is proved. 
To recapitulate, we have now obtained a solution cp(x, t) = p(t)(x) to 
(3.30) (or (3.39)) for all positive time with initial value ~(0) = cp,,. To show 
that cp(x, t) + q,(x) as t + co, the unique minimum of F, one argues just 
as in the case of the flow on M and we will not reproduce the details. Use 
Lemma 3.9 to establish continuity of Id,+, e+‘(‘) &, in W’(dM)’ and use 
compactness of W’(JM) in L2(8M) to take limits as t--f co. As shown in 
Section 2, (pg, gives rise to a uniform metric e2%r,, on M. Theorem 2.C is 
now proved. 
The tasks remaining in this section are the proofs of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9. 
We begin with Lemma 3.7 and it will be convenient to separate the proof 
into several parts. Recall that we are to compare 1 Tql,, with ld,~plo n aM. 
This becomes an identity in the special case when M is the unit disk in the 
plane, where the quantities can be computed explicitly via Fourier series. 
The general case will result by employing an auxiliary conformal mapping. 
Let V denote the unit disk. To distinguish this case we use the notation 
To for (a/&)[,, L, D,, for the Dirichlet integral, and 8, for a, on /WI = 1. 
LEMMA 3.7a. For 40 E W’(aV), t 2 1, 
IGdo= l&d,-,. (3.56) 
Moreover, for q E W2(aV), T,,q E W’(aV). 
Prooj We may write 
cp(P)= f a,e’“‘, a-, = fi,, 
“= -co 
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on au, Then 
n= -cc 
is the harmonic extension of cp into U. A calculation gives 
as desired. It is readily seen that cp E W’(aU) implies Top E W’( all). 
The first part of Lemma 3.7 consists of the inequalities (3.36) for 
cp E W’(dM)‘. We restate them here for the convenience of the reader: 
lmlod4la,cplo+ Id”) 
l~s’Plo~~C(lTdo+ Idd 
(3.36) 
Fix attention on a boundary curve C, of M. Let A be a collar on M 
bounded by C1 and a smooth curve Co close to C, and homotopic to it. 
Let f be a conformal mapping of the annulus A,, 0 < r,, < IwJ < 1, onto A 
sending Iw( = r,, to C, and IwI = 1 to C,. The map f can be constructed 
like the conformal mapping of an annulus onto a plane doubly connected 
domain; see [22, p. 121. f extends to be smooth and 1: 1 on aA, with 
normal directions corresponding. Furthermore, if cp is harmonic in A then 
Q(w) = rp(f(w)) is harmonic in A,. Now, pull back the metric o0 on A to 
& by f and write ds = f *ds, for the arc length on the boundaries. Then 
’ a@ a,dcl=lf,J r r=,y 
1 
a,dc,=If’14~ ,w,=,. (3.57) 
On I WI = 1, If ‘I is bounded above and bounded below away from zero, so 
d0 - ds and 
5 (WI = I I@12 de-s,, Id2 4, j Iwl=l 
(3.58) 
I IWI = 1 
We now let @, be the harmonic function in IwI < 1 with @, = @ on 
I WI = 1. Then by Lemma 3.7a above 
IT~~~I~= lwIh= lwlo- ih40. (3.59) 
Next, let ap2 = @ - @i in A,,, so that 
@21,“,=rO= (@- @I)1 IWJ =ro’ @2 I IWI = I = 0. 
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Then, in the notation of Lemma 3.7a, 
The first term on the right-hand sides in (3.36) is controlled by (3.59) in the 
required way and therefore both inequalities in (3.36) will follow from the 
bound. 
(3.61) 
To prove (3.61) observe first that by the Schwarz reflection principle we 
may extend Q2 to be harmonic in the larger annulus Ah, r0 < Jw( < r;l, 
reflecting in Iw( = 1. Once this is done it is straightforward to get bounds 
on the derivatives of Qi, on (w( = 1 in terms of its boundary values and 
hence to verify that 
But then since the boundary values are obtained by reflection, 
Now 
and 
It follows that 
as desired. The inequalities (3.36) are now obtained by summing over all of 
the components of dA4. 
We see now that Tcp is square integrable iff a,cp is and hence 
that W’(aM) c D(T) c W’(aM) so that D(T) = W’(aM)‘. Further, if 
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cp E W*(dM) then in the language above T,,@i E W*(aU) by Lemma 3.7a, 
the same will be true of T@ and therefore T(q) E W’(8M). Incidentally, we 
work here with W’(dM) rather than with II” since the method of 
proof decouples the boundary components. 
Finally, we prove the equivalence of norms 
(3.38) 
for q E IV’(f?M)‘, W3’*(aM)‘, respectively. 
For the first assertion, it follows immediately from (3.34) and (3.36) that 
Since from (3.33) we can infer that JTq(,2 ;1, (‘pi0 we can drop 1~1: in the 
middle expression and conclude that ) Tqlo - (cpl 1. 
As for the second equivalence, we see from (3.60) above and the fact that 
the first and second derivatives of Qr, on 1 w( = 1 are majorized by Iql,, that 
and 
According to Lemma 3.7a we can replace IT,,@,l,,, by la,@rl 1,2= 
ia,w ,,* - IQil,,,. To transfer these estimates to C, we use the fact that mul- 
tiplication by a bounded function, in our case l/If’!, is a continuous map 
of IV(aU) to II”( This can be proved using pseudo-differential 
operators. Using this and (3.57) we obtain after summing over the com- 
ponents of ait 
Finally, we can drop the Iq10 in the last inequality since, as before, for cp in 
W3%W’, Icplo~W34,,2. This proves I&,2- IT&,,. 
We close this section with a proof of the two inequalities in Lemma 3.9; 
namely for cp E II”/*( we have 
IdLpG CJ;; mcp, COY’* for pa2 (3.43) 
and 
i 
e’ ho < cl ecOD(~~rP). (3.44) 
dM 
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The proof will use the construction employed in the proof of Lemma 3.7 
and, accordingly, we first need the version of these inequalities associated 
with the circle. 
LEMMA 3.9a. For UE W’/2(aU)’ we have 
luJ,P~&~o(u, UP2 
for all p 2 2 and 
I 
e” de < c, ecoDo(u* “).
J&VI = 1 
(3.62) 
(3.63) 
Proof: Write u(O)=C,“= --m a,e’“‘, a-,,=&,. For 1 <q<2 we see by 
Holder’s inequality that 
nlf?m la,l’g( f l~n121~l)q’2( .zrn ,n,,)2.,,)‘2~q”2 
n= -02 
< 2-q 
( ) 
- (2-qv2 lulk2 = (E2)“‘“‘&(u, u)4/2. 
q-1 
The Hausdorff-Young inequality asserts that for p 2 2 
where q = p/(p - 1). Substituting this into the above and making use of the 
inequality 
2-q (2-qUY 
(4 q-1 <(p-2)(P--2w(P-u q5 
gives (3.62). 
Inequality (3.63) is the analogue of Trudinger’s inequality for the circle; 
see (3.24). It follows from (3.62) in the same way by expanding ey in a 
power series. 
Now suppose cp E W’/2(aM)‘. Let C, be a component of aA and 
construct f, @ = cp OS, @i, and G2 = 0 - @i as in the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
Then for p > 2, 
w,hd@l, @1Y2+ J @,dO, (3.64) 
IWI = 1 
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and 
I ew dso G a s e (3.65) Cl /n,( = I /WI = 1 
Note that jlW, =, @i de has been added since @, need not have mean value 
zero on 1~1 = 1. 
Clearly it s&ices to prove (3.43), (3.44) in the case that cp is smooth on 
8M. Then @ is smooth on (WI= 1 and, using @i = @ - Qi2 and Q2 = 0 on 
\w\ = 1, we may write 
Using (3.61) we then have 
D,(@,,@,)s~, ,,=l~@d~+cldi$ 
n 
NOW a,,~p ds, = a,@ de on IwI = 1 so that 
and by Lemma 3.5 
Combining these inequalities with (3.64) and (3.65) and summing over 
all the boundary curves we easily deduce (3.43) and (3.44). This completes 
the proof of Lema 3.9. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Theorems 1 and 2 illustrate the usefulness of extremal problems based on 
the determinant of the Laplacian. In this section we discuss some 
applications of our work, listed as Corollaries 1 through 3 in the Introduc- 
tion, which touch on other topics connected with the determinant. 
Corollary 1 relates the extremal properties of det A on the sphere and on 
the torus to problems in number theory. Corollaries 2 and 3 contribute to 
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the isospectral problem for plane domains and we hope these ideas will be 
of further use. 
Corollary l(a) asserts that 
det’ A, <exp(q-4[‘( -1)) (4.1) 
for all metrics on S2 of area 47r with equality holding iff c is the standard 
round metric a,. The inequality is a simple consequence of the unifor- 
mization theorem, according to which every metric on Sf is conformal to 
co, and of Theorem 1. It suffices, therefore, to show that (4.1) with equality 
holds for det A,,. Now, the eigenvalues of A, are the numbers n(n + 1) 
with multiplicity 2n + 1, n 2 0. To compute the determinant one then needs 
the derivative at s = 0 of 
This can be evaluated in terms of the Riemann zeta function as in Vardi 
[23]. The result is log det’ A, = $ - 41;‘( - 1). 
Corollary l(b) asserts that if cr is a metric on the torus T* of area 1 then 
det’ A, < (d/2) lq(4 + i(,,b/2))1” = 0.35575..., (4.2) 
where q is the Dedekind eta function. Furthermore equality holds exactly 
for the flat torus T*= @/A,, where A,= ((l,O), (l/& 1)). Now, 
according to Theorem 1 it suffices to maximize det’ A,, where e is a flat 
metric on T* with area 1, and since such a torus is of the form @/A, 
A = (wi, 02) of co-area 1, our problem is to determine the maximizing 
lattice. 
To this end, if A* denotes the dual lattice, generated by u and u say, then 
A* is also of co-area 1 and one checks that the regularization ZAs) is 
given by 
Z,(s) = 1’ l 
ysn’ ml14)2” 
= P-” ;i ,m,;nu,2s 
=(27crZs ;; ,u,2s,~1+nz,2”. 
where z = v/u and y = Im z > 0. If we write this as 
Z(s) = (271) -” G(s) (4.3) 
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then we may appeal to the Kronecker Limit Formula [24, p. 751 which 
gives G’(0). Indeed G(s) is the function G(s, 1) in the notation of Weil [24, 
p. 733, from which it follows that 
G(O)= -1, G’(O)= -~log(,,,,~), (4.4) 
where q(z) is the Dedekind eta function 
1(z) = enidl2 jy, (1 - Pn=). (4.5) 
q(z) is a modular form of weight f for the full modular group. 
Using (4.3) and (4.4) we can now write 
T(O) = -log((+j)2/Uu) 
or 
det’ A, = lq(~)l”/lu1~. 
Since the area of the torus is 1 it follows that (uj -‘= y, so that 
det’ A, = ~lrl(z)l~, 
and our problem is therefore reduced to finding the maximum of y lq(z)j” 
for z in a fundamental domain of the modular group. 
For this, it is convenient to formulate the following general fact. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f(z) be a holomorphic modular form for SL(2, E) of 
weight k and let o = eZnii3. Zf f(o)#O then y”lf(z)l’ has a strict local 
maximum at w. 
Proof: Let F(z) = yk ) f (z)j 2. Then F is an SL(2, Z) invariant function. 
Since F(w) # 0, log F(z) = G(z) is finite in a neighborhood of w. Further- 
more, a direct calculation shows that 
y2 AC(z) = -k. (4.6) 
Now map the upper half-plane conformally onto the unit disk with w going 
to 0, and let w be the local parameter at 0. Then G, being real valued, has 
the expansion 
G(w) = G(0) + aw + 57 + bw2 + bw2 + CWW + higher terms 
in a neighborhood of zero. 
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Since the stabilizer of o in SL(2, Z) is of order 3 (it is generated by 
(y 2,)) and since F is SL(2, Z) invariant, it follows that G(ww) = G(w) and 
hence that ao = a and bo2 = b. This forces a = b = 0 so that 
and 
G(w)=cwG+ ... 
But then transforming (4.6) to the w-coordinate we see that 
a2G 
awaG w=o 
= -1k 
for some (universal) constant 3, > 0. Hence c < 0 and the lemma is proved. 
Returning to the proof of Corollary l(b), the lemma shows that 
y lq(z)14 has a local maximum at z = o. (q(o) # 0 is apparent from (4.5).) 
In fact, the product (4.5) converges very rapidly for y 2 ,/?/2 and hence in 
the usual fundamental domain. The values of q(z) are therefore easily 
calculated (note that q(z)+0 as y + co) and we checked numerically that 
indeed o is a global maximum. The product (4.6) also yields 
which is the value in (4.2). This completes the proof of Corollary l(b). 
To prove part (c) of Corollary 1 we have to show for all metrics on an 
annulus for which j K< 0 that the standard cylinder whose ratio of length 
to radius (of the bounding circles) is 6.0008833511233... has the maximal 
determinant. 
The Euler characteristic is zero. It follows from this and the Gauss- 
Bonnet theorem that the expression (1.15) for log det A, is translation 
invariant in cp and hence scale invariant for the metric; that is, p and up 
have the same determinant. In particular for the standard cyclinder, det A 
depends only on the ratio of length to radius. It also follows that maximiz- 
ing det A over a conformal class under the fixed area constraint or the fixed 
perimeter constraint leads in both cases to a standard cylinder. This can be 
seen from Theorems l.B and l.C since if k = 0 and K= const. or if K= 0 
and k= const. then by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem k=O= K. 
It remains therefore to maximize det A over all standard cylinders with 
fixed radius. We take the radius to be 1 and parameterize a cylinder of 
length a by 0 < x < a and 0 < 8 < 27~. The eigenfunctions for such a cylinder 
are 
sin(nnx/u)eime, n>O and mrzZ, 
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and the associated eigenvalues are 
(m/a)’ + m2 = Irn + znl*, 
The corresponding zeta function is 
z = ix/a. 
cc m 1 
z(s)=n~l ,=‘~, Im+znJ2”=Z 1 C’ ,,:;,,*+ 
=- ; C’ ,m +lznl14 W). 
Using the fact that 
i(O) = - t, C’(O) = - + log 27r, 
and (4.4) we see that 
log det d = -Z’(O) = log(& ll(z)J’). 
Now 
(4.7) 
q(i/y) = y112~--n.vl’2 n (1 _ ,-‘lrn-‘). 
Hence maximizing q(in/a) is equivalent to maximizing 
Z(a) = @e-u”* fl (1 -e-y. 
Since the product terms are close to one, the maximum is mainly deter- 
mined by the maximum of the first two factors, which is at a = 6. In fact, 
setting the logarithmic derivative equal to zero we get 
$ log Z(a) = 
cc 2ne-2”” 
&-h+c ' 1 -,-*na = 0. 
The solution to this equation can be rapidly computed 
expression 
a,=6+24a,-, f 
ne ~- Znu, - 1 
n=l 1 -e-2naf-1 
by iterating the 
After live iterations we obtained the value asserted above. 
Corollary 1 is a special case of the following problem. Let M be a closed 
surface of genus >2. Determine the hyperbolic structure on M for which 
det’ d is a maximum. Note that the maximum of det’ A over all metrics of a 
fixed area on M is attained by a hyperbolic metric (a uniform metric) by 
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Theorem 1. The problem is then reduced to maximizing over all these 
uniform hyperbolic metrics. That the maximum is attained follows from the 
fact that det’ A, + 0 as the metric approaches the boundary of moduli 
space; see Wolpert [25]. 
Corollary l(d) and Corollary 3 will both follow from two further results. 
The first is a consequence of the calculations in the proof of Corollary l(c). 
We formulate this result as 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Among all planar annuli the ones with modulus 
p = 3.078733161882... have maximum determinant (in the euclidean metric). 
Proof. Consider the annulus M:r, < IzI < rZ with the metric 
u = (zl -* ldzI* = (z( -*o.o. 
This is a type II metric on M with both boundary curves having geodesic 
curvature 0. That is, CJ is also a type I metric and, as in the proof of 
Corollary l(c), (M, u) is isometric to the standard cylinder of length 
a = lo.dr21r,) 
and radius 1. Writing cp = log IzI -l, a simple calculation using (1.17) gives 
the relation between the determinants in the D and euclidean metrics as 
logdet A,=da+logdet do. 
Hence from (4.7) 
logdet A,= -$a+log,/% lq(in/a)l*. 
Therefore, as above, we find that maximizing log det A,, is equivalent to 
maximizing 
J(a) = a”2e-u’6 n (1 - eWtia). 
The iterative scheme to find the solution to S(a)/J(a) = 0 is 
a,=3+ 12a,-, f 
ne-*““-l 
n=, 1 -e-3+1 
and the initial choice a, = 3 gives the stated value p after 15 iterations. 
Next, among the family of doubly connected planar domains in a given 
conformal class, an annulus has the maximum determinant. More precisely, 
we have 
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LEMMA 4.3. Zf !J is a planar doubly connected domain with its euclidean 
metric which is conformal to A = {z: 1 < (zJ < Rf then det A, < det A, with 
equality iff Q is a dilate of A. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Our work is simplified by the following obser- 
vation. Let w = F(z) be a conformal mapping of A onto 52 and set u(z) = 
log IF’(z)\. We claim that 
i 
8,~ ldzl = 0 (4.8) 
Y 
for any circle y of radius 1~ r < R, a,,u being the normal derivative along y. 
To see this we first note that F is an isometry of (A, ezU ldz12) to (a, ldzl’). 
Then using the curvature relation (1.16), which we write as 
k, = e-“(k, + a,~), 
we get 
j- k,ds=j k0 (dzl +j 8,~ (dzl 
Y Y Y 
= 27t + 
I 
8,~ Idzl, (4.9) 
Y 
where ds = eU Idzl. But since r= F(y) is also a Jordan curve in the plane we 
find that 
and (4.8) follows from this and (4.9). 
To prove then lemma we may therefore assume that we are seeking the 
maximum of the determinant for metrics e*” ldzl’ on A, where u is har- 
monic and satisfies (4.8). According to (1.15) we may, for such metrics, 
write 
IV,u12dxdy+{ 
aA 
Now (4.8) further implies 
s k,u (dzl = 0; aA (4.11) 
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for 
o=I (A,u)logrdxdy-1 u A,logrdxdy 
A 
=OgAkou Idzl. 
It is now clear that, subject to (4.1 l), (4.10) has its minimum precisely 
when u is constant. This proves Lemma 4.3. 
Since every planar doubly connected domain is conformal to an annulus, 
Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 combine to give Corollary l(d). 
Next we turn to applications to the isospectral problem. In Corollary 2 
we consider a domain Sz with a positive density p and our aim is to prove 
that if the eigenvalues (overtones) of such a drum are the same as those of 
a circular drum K of uniform density p,, and radius R, then the Riemann 
space (IR, p) is isometric to (K, pO). We assume that p satisfies 
The eigenvalue problem for the given drum is 
A,24 + Ipu = 0, u=O on 852, 
where A, is the euclidean Laplacian. This may be written as 
A,u+lu=O, 
where A, is the (Dirichlet) Laplacian for the metric p ldzl’ on 52, that is, for 
(52, p), Using the asymptotics of the heat kernel (1.14)’ as well as the 
definition of the determinant it follows from our assumptions on the eigen- 
values that 
length(dJ2) = 2nR, x(Q) = 1, det A, = det A,. (4.12) 
Here we use the notation det A, when the metric on K is a constant mul- 
tiple of the euclidean metric. Since x(Q) = 1 the Riemann mapping theorem 
ensures that (a, p) is conformal to (K, p,,) and hence by Theorem 1 and 
(4.12) it follows that (52, p) is isometric to (K, pO). 
Finally, Corollary 3 asserts that a planar annular drum of modulus 
p = 3.078 .. . is audible in the class of all planar domains. This follows from 
Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 upon noting, as above, that the Euler 
characteristic and the area of a domain are audible. 
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